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Estimating species richness in large biomes is a central challenge in ecology and
conservation biology. However, accurate census data is often available only from small
discrete plots distributed within the biome. Using tree species richness data collected
from 48 plots (0.25 ha each) widely distributed through 60 000 km2 in the rainforests of
the Western Ghats of southern India, we test the application of a proposed method for
estimating species richness at large scales from measured species commonalities
between pairs of censused plots. We show that the method allows extrapolation of
species richness from a scale of 0.25 ha plots to that of the entire biome, or 105 km2.
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Knowledge of the total species richness in a region, for
groups such as trees, birds, or insects, is a useful starting
point for further research on ecosystem function, species
extinctions under habitat loss, and design of conservation strategies, as well as being of inherent interest.
Various methods claim to estimate species richness,
taking into account species that are not actually
recorded but whose presence can be inferred from the
pattern of observed species occurrence (Burnham and
Overton 1979, Palmer 1990, Bunge and Fitzpatrick
1993, Solow 1994, Colwell and Coddington 1994,
Plotkin et al. 2000, Longino et al. 2002). In particular,
statistical methods derived from the capture-recapture
approaches used in population biology provide useful
tools for estimating species richness but are seldom used
in biodiversity studies (Boulinier et al. 1998) and are
more suitable for animals rather than plants.
It is a well-known fact that the observed species
richness could seriously underestimate the actual species

richness due to under sampling of rare species (Preston
1948, Lande et al. 2000). Also the number of species in
many large regions is poorly known, but evidence exists
that for some taxa actual species richness may substantially exceed currently catalogued levels (May 1988,
1990, Prance et al. 2000). Unfortunately, practical
considerations generally prevent direct censuses of
species at large spatial scales, and so methods for
extrapolating data from small discrete plots, where
accurate censuses are possible, to larger spatial scales
are needed.
A potentially useful starting point for carrying out
such extrapolations is the classic species-area relationship (Arrhenius 1921, Rosenzweig 1995)
S(A)cAz

(1)

where S(A) is the average number of species in plots of
area A.
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If z is independent of plot area, in other words if it is
scale-independent, and its value is known, then extrapolation of species richness from small plots of area A to
larger plots or an entire biome of area A? would be
straightforward using eq. 1:
S(A?)(A?=A)z S(A)

(2)

However, considerable evidence exists that z-values at
small and large scales often differ (Rosenzweig 1995,
Harte et al. 1999, Plotkin et al. 2000, Crawley and
Harral 2001), and thus a method is needed to determine
the value of z at scales larger than those at which z can
be obtained readily from substitution of census data into
eq. 1.
Recently a strategy was proposed for estimating the
value of z at large spatial scales, such as that of an entire
region, from species presence/absence data obtained on a
subsample of small plots scattered throughout the region
(Harte and Kinzig 1997, Harte et al. 1999). The
conceptual basis for this approach originates with the
observation that the larger the value of z, the greater the
rate of increase of species richness with increasing area.
Similarly, the greater the rate of increase of species
richness with area, the greater the dissimilarity in species
composition of two plots as the distance between these
plots increases. Equivalently, the greater the value of z,
the greater the rate of decrease of the similarity of species
composition with increasing inter-plot distance.
To express this quantitatively consider a region in
which a complete species list of, say, trees is available
from a set of small plots, each of area A, distributed over
the region. For every pair of plots the similarity in
species composition of the two plots can be expressed as
a Sorensen index
x2(S1 S S2 )=(S1 S2 )

(3)

where S1 and S2 are the numbers of species in the two
plots and the symbol S1 S/S2 means the number of
species found in both plots. In general, this measure
will be a function of both the plot area, A, and the interplot distance, d. If the value of z is constant over a scale
range characterized by values of interplot distances, d, in
the scale range dmin B/dB/dmax, and if A/d2min /1, then
we have argued from application of eq. 1 and dimensional analysis that the approximate relation
x(A; d)(A=d2 )z

(4)

should hold over that range of d-values (Harte et al.
1999). If plot area A is held fixed, then eq. 4 implies that
x/d2z.
Thus a test of scale independence of z within some
scale range encompassing large distances, and determination of its value within that range, consists of plotting
ln (x) versus ln (d), implies that over a scale range in
which z is constant, the slope of that plot will be
constant and equal to /2z. Then the species richness
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at scale d2max, expressed as a function of species richness
at scale d2min, can be estimated from eq. 2, where z is
obtained from the ln (x) versus ln (d) plot. We note
that eq. 2 can be iterated if more than one z-value is
needed to accurately represent the entire scale range of
interest.
A test of this approach was carried out in subalpine
meadow habitat (Harte et al. 1999); eq. 4 was used to
extrapolate vascular plant species richness from 30
censused 16-m2 plots to a total area of order 102 km2.
In that study, the average species richness in the 16-m2
plots was 31.9, and application of eq. 4 predicted a
total of 95 species in the larger area, in good agreement with results of plant surveys throughout the same
region.
Here we test this strategy in the rainforests of the
Western Ghats mountains of southern India over a much
larger scale range. We estimate the tree species richness
at a scale of 60 000 km2, where tree species richness is
approximately known so that a test is possible, using
only tree census data gathered from 48 quarter-ha plots
distributed throughout the region. Thus we will be using
eqs 2 and 4 to extrapolate species richness over a scale
range of 60 000/0.0025 /2.4 /107.

Study area and methods
We used vegetation maps of the Western Ghats (Gaussen
et al. 1961, 1965; with additional information from
Ramesh and Pascal 1997) to identify areas with rainforests and to select sites for sampling. The plots were
randomly selected, the only constraint being that the
plots were in the least disturbed parts. The surveys were
done in the rainforests between the southern tip of the
Western Ghats (southern India) at 8830?N and Sharavathy River in Karnataka State, at 14830?N, spanning a
distance of almost 720 km (Fig. 1). The rainforest north
of Sharavathy River is highly fragmented and degraded,
often beyond recognition. The altitudinal range was
between 100 m, the lowest altitude at which rainforest is
found in the Western Ghats, and 1500 m above which the
rainforest changes into montane rainforest and occurs
often in association with montane grassland. The trees
( /30 cm girth at breast height) were enumerated from
48 plots each of 250/10 m (0.25 ha). Each plot was
further subdivided into 10 plots of 25 /10 m. The
vegetation was surveyed between 1994 and 2000. A
floristic list of the trees of the Western Ghats is available
as supplementary material at B/http://www.rainforestinitiative.org/downloads/pdfs/wghats_trees.pdf /.
We used ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of ln
(x) on ln (d) to estimate, from eq. 4, z values at spatial
scales larger than that of the 0.25 ha plots. Commonality
data were binned into equi-distance intervals on a
logarithmic scale. Because of non-independent data, we
ECOGRAPHY 27:5 (2004)
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Fig. 2. Species accumulation in relation to area (in m2) in the 48
plots. Each plot (250/10 m) was divided into 4 subplots of
length 25, 50, 125 and 250 m.

Fig. 1. Map showing the study areas where sampling was done.
The distance between the study areas A and O is ca 720 km. A)
Kalakkad-Mundanthurai Tiger Reserve (8), B) Peppara Wildlife Sanctuary (1), C) Shendurney Wildlife Sanctuary (3), D)
Periyar Tiger Reserve (3), E) Megamalai Reserved Land (2), F)
Indira Gandhi Wildlife Sanctuary (4), G) Parambikulam Wildlife Sanctuary (3), H) Bolampatti Reserved Forest (3), I) Silent
Valley National Park (3), J) Aralam Wildlife Sanctuary (3), K)
Brahmagiri Ghats Wildlife Sanctuary (3), L) Kudremukha
National Park (3), M) Someshwara Wildlife Sanctuary (3), N)
Mookambika Wildlife Sanctuary (3) and O) Sharavathy Valley
Wildlife Sanctuary (3). The numbers in the parentheses denote
the number of plots laid in each of the areas.

used a Mantel test (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) to estimate
the significance of the regression results. Within-plot z
values were estimated by OLS regressions of ln (S) on ln
(A).

Results
A total of 341 tree species were recorded in the 48 (0.25
ha) plots, of which 8 remain unidentified. One plot had
considerably lower species richness than all other plots
(Fig. 2), due to the monodominance of one particular
species (Diospyros foliolosa Wall.). Monodominant
patches in rainforests may arise and disappear regularly,
ECOGRAPHY 27:5 (2004)

and there are many possible reasons for their occurrence
(see Torti et al. 2001). The mean species richness of the
individual plots was 32.9 (SD /7.53). Within each plot,
a value for z at plot scale was obtained by fitting eq. 1 to
nested census data for nested subplots with a width of 10
m and lengths of 25 m (n /10), 50 m (n/5), and 125 m
(n /2), and the entire plot with dimensions of 10/250
m. Eq. 1 provided a good model for intraplot scaling of
species richness for all 48 plots. The fitted z values
ranged from 0.42 to 0.81, and were clustered around a
mean of z /0.65 (SD /0.07) (Fig. 2). The R2 values for
linear fits to ln (S) vs ln (area) ranged from 0.976 to
1.000, with an average of R2 /0.996.
The R2 values for the species-area regressions and for
the commonality-distance regressions characterize the
fraction of explained variance but because of nonindependent data, significance levels cannot be assigned
to these regressions. A Mantel test, which overcomes this
problem (Sokal and Rohlf 1995), on the whole data set
gave significant correlations; in fact, the Pearson ‘‘r’’ and
the Mantel ‘‘r’’ values were very similar and had similar
p-values.
These z values are higher than is typical in species-area
analyses (Rosenzweig 1995). This is in part because the
nested subplots of increasing area all have the same
width and are increasingly elongated. As shown previously (Kunin 1997, Harte et al. 1999), this shape
dependence leads to a larger value for z than would be
obtained by censusing patches that retain their shape as
area increases. Moreover, the effect on z of patch
elongation can be approximately compensated for, and
a corrected value obtained which should be approximately valid for shape-preserving patches (Harte et al.
1999). Applying the method of Harte et al. (1999) to this
data set, we obtain a mean z-value of 0.43 for shapepreserving plots at the scale of 0.25 ha.
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Recognizing that the shape of the plots (10/250 m) is
roughly similar to the shape of the rainforest region of
the Western Ghats (40 /1500 km), we can estimate the
total species richness in the region if these z values,
applicable at the scale of the 0.25 ha plots, remained
constant with scale for the entire Western Ghats. Using
the average corrected z of 0.43, eq. 2 implies that the
total tree species richness for the region would be
S(60 000 km2 )(60 000 km2 =0:0025 km2 )0:43 (32:9)
$49 000 species:
This is certainly incorrect as it is enormously higher
than the known tree species richness of the well-studied
Western Ghats, which is currently 857 species (Gamble
1928, Pascal and Ramesh 1987, Sasidharan 1997,
Ramesh and Pascal 1997). Thus we deduce that at
regional scale, z must be smaller than its directly
measured value at plot scale. To determine z at large
scale we use commonality data in conjunction with eq. 4.
To estimate the value of z at the scale of an area A, we
require commonality data for d/A1/2. Hence, to estimate z up to region scale, we require commonality data
for interplot distances up to d/240 km. Application of
eq. 4 to the binned commonality data calculated from
eq. 3 yields a good fit to a power-law function over the
scale range from d/1 to d/200 km. The slope of the fit
of ln (x) vs ln (d) gives a z-value of 0.12 (Fig. 3). Note
that the condition that eq. 4 be applicable, A/d2min /
0.0025/1 /1, is satisfied. The value of the commonality
index defined by eq. 3 will generally depend on sample
size. In our data set, each plot is completely censused
and therefore sample size here refers to plot size. Scaling

theory (Harte et al. 1999) predicts the dependence of
commonality on plot area, A, to be x/(A/d2)z, a result
that was successfully tested in a previous study (Harte et
al. 1999).
We also have to estimate the value of z in the interval
between plot scale (0.0025 km2) and the smallest scale
at which interplot commonality data provide an estimate
(1 km2). To this end, we use intraplot commonality
data as measured by species overlap between pairs of
10 /25 m subplots. We consider inter-subplot distances
ranging from 100 to 225 m, corresponding to areas
ranging from d2 /0.01 to d2 /0.05 km2. We did not
attempt to use data with dB/100 m because of the
criterion that A/d2 /1. Regression of ln (x) against ln (d)
for each plot yields z /0.34; for about half the plots, the
regression was insignificant at pB/0.05, but if only those
plots for which the regression was significant are
included in the analysis, the same value of z is obtained,
with a 95% confidence interval of 0.03. We note that this
z-value of 0.34 at intermediate areas is intermediate between z /0.12 at larger scales (d2 ]/1 km2)
and z /0.43 at smaller scales (AB/0.0025 km2). We also
note that our data set leaves us with two ‘‘blind spots’’
where we lack the data that would permit use of eq. 4:
these are the intervals between 0.0025 and 0.01 km2 and
between 0.05 and 1 km2.
Now we can use eq. 2 to estimate the tree species
richness of the entire region. We emphasize that
although z is not constant across the huge range of
scales considered here, eqs 2 /4 nevertheless permit scale
extrapolation. We first calculate the result assuming that
in the two ‘‘blind spots’’, scale-breaks in the value of z
occur at the arithmetic means (0.0063 and 0.53 km2)
between the bounding areas. In that case,
S(60 000)32:9(0:0063=0:0025)0:43
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Fig. 3. Dependence of ln of commonality on the ln of interplot
distance for binned commonality data. Error bars are 95%
confidence intervals.
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(5)

If, in the intermediate region where z has a 95
confidence interval of 9/0.03, we use a value for z of
0.31 or 0.37 then we get answers either /10% smaller or
larger than the above. If, as an alternative assumption
about the ‘‘blind spots’’, we either take the geometric
mean between the bounding areas or if we take the
z-values to be given by their averages (z /(0.43/0.34)/2
in the first interval; z /(0.34/0.12)/2 in the second) then
we get our lowest estimate of S(60 000 km2)/723
species. Thus our estimates are bounded by ca 700 and
1000 species. Of course if we make the extreme assumptions that z /0.43 applies throughout all of the first
‘‘blind spot’’ and z /0.34 applies throughout all of the
second, then we get a still larger result, and if we assume
z /0.34 applies throughout the first ‘‘blind spot’’ and
z /0.12 applies throughout the second, and then we get
a still smaller result. Such assumptions are highly
unlikely to be correct, however.
ECOGRAPHY 27:5 (2004)

Discussion
Application of eqs 2 and 4 results in an estimate of
between 700 and 1000 tree species in the sample space of
60 000 km2. Our largest estimate is ca 10% greater than
the catalogued total of 857 native tree species reported
from the entire Western Ghats (Gamble 1928, Pascal and
Ramesh 1987, Sasidharan 1997, Ramesh and Pascal
1997), while our lower estimate is ca 20% lower than the
catalogued total. Tree species that are either new to
science or have an extended range are currently being
discovered at the rate of around four or five per year in
the Western Ghats (Krishnamani 2002), and hence the
already catalogued tree species richness of 857 is a lower
limit to the actual value.
Our approach appears to provide a reasonable set of
bounding estimates for total tree species richness in the
rainforests of the Western Ghats. The analysis suggests
that the use of commonality data to estimate values of
the species-area exponent at large spatial scales provides
a practical way to estimate species richness in regions too
large to census directly. As shown here, our method can
be applied whether or not z is constant over the scale
range from small censused plots to an entire region. Our
work also points to the importance of designing plot
census surveys within large regions in such a way as to
allow a reasonably uniform coverage of interplot distances, thereby avoiding the kinds of ‘‘blind spots’’ that
resulted in the major ambiguity in our result.
We know of no alternative method for extrapolating
species richness to large spatial scales from census data
obtained from small discrete plots scattered throughout
a landscape or region. Kempton (1979) felt that accurate
estimation of actual species richness in a community
requires a large sample size and an assumption about the
form of the species abundance distribution. Again,
Engen (1978), Chao and Lee (1992), Bunge and Fitzpatrick (1993) are of the opinion that the ‘‘actual species
richness’’ of an area cannot be accurately extrapolated
by any method using small samples containing a
minority of species in a community. Even ‘‘nonparametric’’ estimators of actual species richness (Bunge and
Fitzpatrick 1993) make implicit assumptions about
species abundance distributions, as in principle there
could be almost any number of extremely rare, unobserved species in a community. Non-parametric statistical methods (Colwell and Coddington 1994, Chazdon
et al. 1998) can be used for analysis of species
accumulation or collector’s curves when some species
are likely to be missed during collections, but they were
developed for estimating species richness data in a
contiguous partially censused plot or for samples
collected over time. Considering all these, the method
we have tested here, using discrete plots, has the
potential to greatly improve our knowledge of the species
richness at large spatial scale for many taxonomic
ECOGRAPHY 27:5 (2004)

groups. In particular, for taxa such as arthropods where
detailed census data are available from small plots or
fumigated canopies scattered throughout a region, there
is currently an order-of-magnitude uncertainty in the
total biome-scale species richness (May 1990).
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